CHECK YOUR KNOWLEDGE!

Present simple vs. present continuous

*Fill in the empty space by selecting one of the options available. Then check your answers.*

1) I ________ a letter now.
   - Am writing
   - write
   - wrote
   - is writing
   - is write

2) Susan ________ in the garden at the moment.
   - Was
   - are
   - is
   - were
   - go

3) Jane ________ to bed at 8 o’clock on weekdays.
   - Go
   - went
   - goes
   - is going
   - is not going

4) I’m in London this summer. I´m ________ English.
   - Learn
   - learning
   - is learning
   - do learn
   - do learning

5) My brothers ________ letters every week.
   - Sent
   - send
   - is sending
   - is senting
   - sends

6) The bus sometimes ________ arrive in the morning.
   - Is not
   - does not
   - do not
   - not
   - do

7) Lions ________ in Africa.
   - Are living
   - is living
   - live
   - lives
   - does live

8) Our train ________ at 7:25.
   - Leaves
   - leave
   - will leave
   - is leaving
   - do leave

9) She ________ to the cinema tonight.
   - go
   - goes
   - is going
   - is go
   - is goes

10) My parents ________ TV now.
    - Are watching
    - watch
    - watches
    - are watch
    - is watched

**RESULTS**